The present note investigates the closed hull of subsets M contained in the (unrestricted) inductive limit E [T] [Tp] are continuous for all a< /3, (or,/3E A). Let us mention that this is an often used realization for the construction of inductive limits.
§1. Introduction

For the following let us given a family {E a [T a ]} a(EAk of topological vector spaces such that i) there is a vector spaces E with E = U E a , ii) a=/= 6 implies orGA
Ea+Ep, iii) the index set A is directed, where a< fi if E a CEp, iv) the embeddings I a j: E a [T a ]-*Ep [Tp] are continuous for all a< /3, (or,/3E A). Let us mention that this is an often used realization for the construction of inductive limits.
The present note is aimed at an investigation of the closed hulls of subsets MCE, where E is endowed with the vector topology of respectively, the unrestricted inductive limit r M , the locally convex (I.e.) inductive limit T/, and the weakest vector topology p making the projections P a : E[p]^>E a [T a ], orEA, continuous (for a definition of P a see (I), below). The main theorem gives sufficient conditions such that orGA and M Tu = AT', respectively. These conditions are discussed by some examples, and it is shown that there is not any redundancy among them. Further, some applications of this theorem to the interesting concept of F-linked topologies are discussed. These results are finally applied to some problems of the theory of sequence spaces.
Let us mention that in some of the standard text books on topological vector spaces ( [6] , [8a]) there are some inaccuracies concerning the closed hull of subsets of inductive limits. This is pointed out by some examples (see Remarks 3b), 4b) below), and a correction is given in Theorem 1 and Corollary la).
The pattern of the present note is as follows. In §2 the main theorem on the closed hull (Theorem 1) is stated and proved. The assumptions needed for the proof are discussed by Lemma 1 and Remark 2. The aim of §3 is to show that there is not any redundance among the assumptions of Theorem 1. In §4, some applications to F-linked topologies on inductive limits are pointed out by Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. Finally, some applications to problems concerning sequence spaces are indicated in Corollary 2. §2. A Theorem on the Closed Hull Let us confirm some notation. For any (topological) vector space X[T] and any linear subspace Y C X, let r ^ Y denote the topology which is induced by r on the subspace Y. In the following let tt(r) stand for some (local) base of O neighborhoods defining the (vector) topology r. Further, for any subset ZcX let Z T (resp. Z 1 ) be the closed hull of Z in X (resp. the completed hull of Z) with respect to r. Furthermore, if r and r' are two given topologies on X, then let T< r f mean that r' is finer (stronger) than r. Let E= U E a be endowed with respectively, the finest vector topology r u orGA and the finest I.e. topology r/ such that the canonical embeddings
I a : E a [r a ]-*E[T u ]
and are continuous for all a&A. Recall that r u and r/ are the unrestricted inductive limit topology and the inductive limit topology, respectively (see [14; 13.2.4] is implied. Hence, the topological isomorphisms
follow, n = 0,1,2, ____ Then, Remark 1. Concerning the assertion of Lemma la) let us mention that if A = N and E n [r n ] are I.e. spaces (n = 0,1,2,. ..), then r,-r E M = r,, are implied without assuming (I), (see [8] ). However, if (I) is not satisfied and A ¥= N, then there are examples such that T/ \ E(X ^ ^( ) f°r some o^E A; (see [7] ).
For the following let p denote the weakest vector topology on E such that 
Choose then an index /3 E A with /3 > ar 0
Further, using the continuity of Pp.
are implied, where (*) is a consequence of (3'), (4 ; ), and (II). However (/+ V) H M =f= 0, due to /E M p and F<B U(p). This yields a contradiction to (5) since Pp is defined on the whole of E. Thus A discussion of (II) is given by the following. Hence, for every sequence (r n )^= 0 ER^" and every £>0 there has to be an
with Note that (7) implies m < n'. Choosing e = --, r 0 = r x = . . .
= 1, (8) implies 2n
Thus /£ Af follows. But this contradicts (7). 
]). Let t, t' be vector topologies for a vector space X. Then, t' is called F-linked to t if there is a base of O-neighborhoods U'(t') which defines t' and each U^ll(t') is t-closed.
Remember also that among others there are the following interesting applications of this concept: i) characterization of completed and closed hulls ([8; §18. 
Lemma 3. Let E[T U ] satisfy (I). Then, a) p is the weakest filtrated topology on E, b) every vector topology t with p<t< T U satisfies tSE a =*ai
OrG A.
Proof, a) Using (1), it is implied that p is a test topology. 
Theorem 2, Let us given the unrestricted inductive limit £[rj. // E[T U ] satisfies (I) and t' is a filtrated topology on E, then t' is F-linked to every vector topology t that satisfies p<t<r u .
Proof. Definition 2 and Lemma 3a) imply p<t r < r u . Consider the base ll(O given in Definition 2, and notice that for each J/e U(r'). Applying Theorem la) to Af = 17, it follows that U f = U r ' . Finally noticing that {£/; I/EU(f')} defines t' , the proof is completed.
Let us discuss Theorem 2 for the special case of the direct sums E[T U ]
and Efa] of vector spaces and I.e. spaces F$tp\-> /?EB (set of indices), respectively. b) The following Example 3 shows that the assertion stated in [6; 4.4.2] is incorrect. However, setting r=p, Corollary la) gives a correction of this assertion.
c) For tensor-algebras, some families of filtrated I.e. topologies are introduced and investigated, e.g., in [2] , [4] , [5] , [9] , [12] , [15] . Let us mention that the investigations of tensor-algebras were initiated by Borchers and Uhlmann ([1], [13] ).
The aim of the following is to show that the assumption of the filtratedness of T' is not any redundancy in Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. Proof. Let us assume the contrary. Since T is not i^-continuous, the hyperplane is dense in E concerning r x . Hence there is a net (
with respect to r x . Now, (9) and p 7 </ (Ac) -/ (A1 ' ) ) = 0, ^, ju'e^l, imply that (f^)iA^A is a Cauchy-net with respect to T*. Using our assumption, the existence of gE£" satisfying / (M) ->g with respect to T* is implied. Because of T X < T*, it follows that f^-^g holds also with respect to r^. However, this yields g = 0 being a contradiction to 4. Thus the proof is completed.
Notice that condition i) of Definition 2 does not apply to
Recalling that E is complete with respect to both T X and T M , the closed neighborhood theorem and Lemma 5 imply that U is not closed concerning both p and T X . Hence, the assumption of the filtratedness is not redundant in Corollary 1. Furthermore, it follows that T* is not F-linked to p. Thus the assertion of Let us mention that the method of constructing new sequence spaces by completion of cp is also used by Dubin and Hennings ( [2] ).
